
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

IN DETAIL:

Peter has provided digital currency consul ng services for private and public
so ware companies as well as security and law-related en es. He is Chief
cryptographer for the Deluge Network, a system that allows investors to directly
par cipate in Ethereum-based ini al coin offerings (ICOs) using Bitcoin, and
Metronome, a project which aims to create a "poli cs-free digital currency" to
exist across mul ple blockchains. An expert in smart contracts func onality, he
was the first to publicly iden fy and publish a paper on specific security
vulnerabili es in the Ethereum Network's DAO. His newest enterprise, New
Alchemy, works with some of the world's most innova ve companies.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Peter is an expert on digital currencies which have evolved along two separate
paths - one angle towar more and be er privacy, and the other toward more
expressive and rich interac ons. Peter is ideally posi oned to enlighten
worldwide audiences, providing clarity and insights into the Blockchain
phenomenon.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Peter provides audiences with fresh insights into the emerging world of building
and inves ng in smart contracts, token offerings and other blockchain
technology. He is in great demand to speak at conferences around the globe.

Peter Vessenes serves as the CEO and Chief Cryptographer of LAMINA1, a Metaverse-first Blockchain. He founded CoinLab, the
first venture-backed Bitcoin company and Peter also co-founded the Bitcoin Founda on along with holding the fundamental
patent for deanonymizing Bitcoin transac ons.

Peter Vessenes
Former Chairman Bitcoin Founda on

"An expert on Blockchain technology"

Mobile Money
Cryptocurrency
Emerging Trends in Technology
Entrepreneurship
Blockchain - Tapping the Firestorm
Bitcoin and Exponential Growth
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